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Abstract Elastic properties of the LillMg alloy have been studied by using the first principles 
shuctural optimizalion method. The resule show that at m o  pressure the relative distance 
behveen the Mg atom and the nearest Li atoms is larger than that in the ideal crystal and 
when compressing the lattice this distance will increase funher. A simple model is inoaduced 
10 interpret this relaxation. It is also shown that shuclural optimization has to be taken invl 
account when investigating the bulk properties of alloys The bulk modulus of the optimM 
LilsMg is smaller than that of the ideal structure although the volume of the optimized shucture 
is smaller than the volume of the ideal sl~~ctuce.  Hence bulk modulus is determined not only 
by change in the cryslal volume but also by local changes in the crystal smcture near to the Mg 
atom. An interpolation formula to calculate compressibility at any composition is presented. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years a number of experimental and theoretical investigations have been performed 
on Li-Mg alloys. These alloys are technologically promising due to their low density and 
high stiffness. Because of their nearly free electron character and high solubility (up to 70 
at.% Mg in BCC Li), Li-Mg alloys serve as an ideal test system for comparison between 
experiments and theoretical models of alloying. 

Mason ef al [ I ]  have studied Mg-Li alloys as a matrix for several fibrous composites. 
The very high chemical reactivity and diffusional mobility of Li makes these systems both 
interesting and difficult in composite production. Gonlalez-Doncel et al [2] have studied a 
foil metallurgy processing technique for preparing two-phase Mg-9Li laminates and Mg- 
9Li-5B4C composites. The specific stiffness values of these materials are shown to be 
higher than those of most commercial aluminium and titanium alloys. Vaks and Trefilov 
131 have made model calculations for disordered Lil-,Mgx in order to estimate the effects 
of singularities in the electron density of states on elastic and thermodynamic properties of 
alloys. 

In the present work elastic properties of Li-Mg alloys have been studied by using the 
first principles molecular dynamics methcd. The molecular dynamics calculation enables us 
to optimize the crystal structure, which makes it possible to investigate how lattice relaxation 
around Mg atoms affects lattice constant and bulk modulus. 

The purpose of the present study is to provide some theoretical results for Li-Mg alloys 
and discuss their implications in order to achieve a better understanding of the elastic 
properties of alloys in general. The structural optimization (so) calculations will show how 
the Li atoms relax around the Mg atom in LilsMg and how the Li lsMg alloy behaves under 
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hydrostatic pressure. Furthermore. the possibility of predicting the bulk modulus of an alloy 
by using the data of pure components is discussed. 

P T Sal0 and K Kokko 

2. Method and calculations 

The calculations for LiI6 and LilsMg have been made with simple cubic (SC) geomehy 
(figure 1). The calculations for pure Li and Mg have been made with BCC geometry. 

Fmre 1. The supercell of L i l ~ M g  alloy is made up of eight conventional BCC cells. Black and 
white spheres correspond to Li and Mg atoms, respectively. 

The electronic smcture calculation is based on the local density approximation in 
the density functional theory 14, 51 with the Wigner interpolation formula [6] for the 
exchange and correlation. A norm-conserving pseudopotential is obtained by following 
the prescription of Bachelet et ai [q, except that I ,  and d pseudopotentials are obtained by 
Hamann’s scheme [SI. The d part is treated as a local potential and the pseudopotentials 
are transformed to a separable form as suggested by Kleinman and Bylander 191. Partial 
core correction [IO] is included in the pseudopotentials of both Li and Mg [ 111. 

The optimization of the electronic and ionic degrees of freedom is performed by a 
modified version of the first principles molecular dynamics [12]. The steepest descent type 
of algorithm for the electronic degrees of freedom has been adopted 1131. The ordinary 
molecular dynamics with the Hellmann-Feynman forces is used for the ionic motion. More 
details of the method are described in [ I  1, 141. 

The Schodinger equation is solved self-consistently within a plane-wave basis. All plane 
waves with an energy less than a certain cut-off energy (Ecut) are included in the basis. In 
order to determine a proper value for this cut-off energy the total energy and the forces 
acting on the atoms, fixed at their ideal BCC positions (figure I). have been calculated as 
a function of =Ecut (figure 2). In the following the cut-off energy of the plane-wave basis 
Ecut = 12.25 Ryd is used because this value seems to give converged results for the forces 
and the total energies. The same kind of procedure was also done for the total number of 
k-points (figure 2). In the calculations we use 35 inequivalent k-points in the irreducible 
wedge of the SC Brillouin zone. In our procedure the convergence criterion for forces acting 
on atoms is l.OmRyd/ao (a0 is the Bohr radius). 
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Figure 2. The tolal energy of LilsMg and the existing forces. Both quantities are shown as a 
function of he cut-off energy (E-,)  and Ihe number ofk-points (Nk). Force ( F )  is lhe absolute 
value of force acting on Li atoms inside the supercell. 

3. Results and discussion 

The total energy of Mg has been calculated with seven different lattice constants and the 
total energies of Li16 and LilsMg with five different lattice constants in the neighbourhood 
of the minimum energy. After having done the fit presented by Banerjea and Smith 1151 
we calculated the equilibrium lattice constant and the bulk modulus from the obtained total 
energy cuwe. The structure of the LilsMg alloy is optimized by allowing the atoms to move 
according to the forces in the so calculation. In order to elucidate the stmctllral relaxation 
a calculation has also been made for the ideal structure without the so calculation. The 
equilibrium lattice constants and the bulk moduli are shown in table 1 which also includes 
the available experimental data [16, 171. The calculated equilibrium lattice constant for 
Mg is I %  below the experimental value and the bulk modulus is about 5% below the 
experimental result. For Lit6 the corresponding result for the equilibrium lattice constant 
is 3% below and for the bulk modulus about 20% above the experimental values. The 
equilibrium lattice constant of (optimized) LilSMg is only 0.04% below the value of Li16 
but the bulk modulus of Li15Mg is 8% larger than that of LiX6. 

Table ’2 shows the average atomic volumes of Lil-,Mg, alloy obtained by the present so 
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Table 1. The equilibrium lattice conslant and the bulk modulus of Mg. Li~s and LilSMg. There 
are two values for UlsMg. one for the ideal (I) and the olher for the optimized smcNre (10. The 
valves for Mg are calculated wilh  cc geomeq and the others are calculated wilh sc geomelry. 
The experimental lanice conslant for Mg is transformed Lo the BCC suucture by using the values 
of HCP smciure (U = 6.065 au and c = 9.847 au 1161). so lhal the atomic volume does not 
change. The experimental lanice consmt for Liir is twice h e  experimental value for Li 1161. 

Ucac (aU) U::: (au) S,ic (Mbx) S$ (Mbar) 

Mg 6.728 6.795 0.339 0.354 
Liio 12.876 13.263 0.138 0.116 
LilsMg (I) 12.877 - 0.151 - 
Li15Mp: (11) 12.871 - 0.149 - 

calculation and by a model calculation by Vaks and Trefilov. The model calculation gives a 
positive slope for R = Q ( x )  while the present calculation predicts a slightly negative slope, 
in agreement with experiment [16]. The calculation for the unoptimized structure (atoms at 
their ideal BCC positions) gives a slightly positive value for the slope above (see table 1). 
The structural optimization decreases the total energy of an alloy (see figure 3) and when 
the lattice parameter is decreased the difference between the energies of the optimized and 
ideal structures increases. This is why in this case the equilibrium lattice parameter (and 
volume) decreases from its ideal Bcc structure value. AI1 this shows the importance of 
structural optimization when investigating bulk properties of alloys under compression. 

Table 2. Average atomic volume in Lir,Mg, alloy. The values S ~ V T  by Vaks and Trefilov are 
faken from figure 131. 

6.25 133.3 143.1 - 
15.0 - - 144.5 
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Figure 3. The difference between the total energies of lhe optimized and ideal suuctures of the 
LiirMg alloy. 

In the course of the SO calculations the first eight neighbouring Li atoms of the Mg 
atom will relax from their original positions when the forces are acting, while the others 
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Figure 4. LilSMg alloy: the x component of fom acting on the nearest-neighbour Li atom in 
lhe ideal suucture ( a )  and lhe relative dislance between the Mg atom and the nearest Li atoms 
in the optimized suucture (b) as a function of the laitice conslant. 

will remain in their original positions, according to symmetry requirements. In figure 4 the 
forces in the ideal structure and the relative position of the first neighbours of the Mg atom 
in the optimized structure are shown. The present calculations show that at zero pressure 
the relative distance between the Mg atom and the nearest Li atoms is larger than that in the 
ideal crystal and when pressure (P) is increased the crystal structure of LilsMg will relax 
from its zero-pressure structure. In order to analyse this pressuredependent relaxation we 
consider a simple model based on the propelties of pure metals [18]. Bulk modulus ( B )  is 
defined as 

(1) 

where V, is equilibrium volume. During compression the change in pressure in Li and Mg 
subsystems should be the same, which leads to an equation for the relative change in atomic 
volumes (a,) in Li15Mg under compression: 

The following qualitative prediction for the LilSMg system investigated is obtained. If the 
value of equation (2) is less (greater) than unity, then the first neighbouring Li atoms of 
the Mg atom will move relatively outwards from (towards) the Mg atom. The calculated 
value on the right-hand side of equation (2) is 0.5, which implies that the eight nearest Li 
atoms will shift relatively outwards from the central Mg atom as pressure is increased. This 
predicted pressure-dependent relaxation is indeed confirmed by the present SO calculations 
(see figure 4(h)). Research on other alloys (Li-Na and Li-AI) is in progress and results 
will be published later. 

After obtaining bulk modulus (or compressibility C = 1 / B )  for the Li-Mg alloy at 
one composition a question arises whether it is possible to estimate bulk modulus for other 
compositions without performing additional electronic structure calculations. Varotsos [I91 
has calculated the bulk modulus of KCII-,Br, compound by using the data of pure solvent 
and solute only. Grammatikakis et a1 [20] have calculated the compressibility of alloys 
by using the data of pure solvent and an alloy at a single composition. They obtained a 
linearized model for dilute alloys which shows that the compressibility upon alloying is not 
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determined solely by change in volume (ud)  but by the product ud (Cd -CO), where Cd and 
CO are the compressibilities of d and the pure solvent, respectively. This might shed some 
light onto experimental results such as where compressibility is increased upon alloying 
although the volume of the alloy is decreased, a fact that has been considered somewhat 
puzzling. In our calculations the bulk modulus of the optimized LitSMg is smaller than 
that of the ideal structure although the volume of the optimized structure is smaller than the 
volume of the ideal structure. Hence local changes in the crystal structure near to the Mg 
atom will also contribute to bulk modulus. 

P T Solo and K Kokko 
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Figure 5. The compressibility of LLMg alloys as a function of at% Mg. Shown are the diagams 
calculated by using the model of Varolsos [I91 (full curve). the model of Crmmatikakis el a1 
[ZO]: general form (chain curve) and linearized (with respect Lo N Z f N I )  form (dotted curve): 
and calculated from equations (3) and (4) (broken curve). The open circles are the experimental 
values [Zl] .  

As shown in figure 5, the models of Varotsos and Grammatikakis et al have limited 
validity in the case of Li-Mg alloys. Because of this, a combination of these two models 
has been introduced and tested for Li-Mg alloys [18]. In this combined model we can write 
for the volume of an alloy containing NI solvent and N2 solute atoms 

where Ri is the atomic volume of the pure component i and U," is the change in the volume 
due to the replacement of one atom in a host crystal by a solute atom of type i. By 
rearranging the terms in equation (3) and then differentiating the obtained equation with 
respect to pressure we obtain an equation for compressibility of an alloy: 

(4) CVN,+N, = 

where U: = U: t U;. Ci is the compressibility of pure crystal of type i and Cf is 
the compressibility of change in volume UP. Figure 5 shows that, unlike the models 

1 
NI + N2 

rN$iQt + N:C2512+ N I N ~ C ~ U ~ + C I S ~ ~  +C2Q2)l 
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of Grammatikakis er ai , this combined model gives positive compressibility for all 
compositions. It is obvious that this model gives correct compressibilities (i.e. the same 
values that are used in input data) for pure metals and good estimates for dilute alloys. In 
figure 5 some experimental data for the compressibility of Li-Mg alloys are also shown 
[21]. However, because the experimental data are for HCP alloys and the calculated data for 
BCC alloys the comparison of these two is not straightforward. Nevertheless, the calculated 
results evidently show the general behaviour for compressibility because the BCC structure 
is fairly similar to the HCF' structure. 

4. Summary 

The first principles pseudopotential method is an accurate and convenient way of calculating 
the valence electron properties of matter. Also, the convergence is faster in the difference 
of quantities than in the quantities themselves. That is why quantities like, for example, 
pressure and bulk modulus that are determined by the difference of the total energy are 
expected to have a good convergence. To interpret the calculated results two simple models 
have been discussed. With one model we can describe how lattice relaxation will be changed 
under pressure and with the other we can estimate compressibility for any alloy composite 
when the compressibilities of pure metals and one composition are known. 

The calculations show that when Mg is alloyed in Li the nearest Li atoms will shift 
slightly away from the Mg atom and when pressure is increased this shift is enhanced. The 
present structural optimization calculation predicts a slightly negative slope for the average 
atomic volume a = a(x) for dilute Lil-,Mg, alloys, in agreement with experiment. On 
the other hand, the results for the unoptimized structure give a slightly positive value for 
this slope. This shows the importance of structural optimization when investigating bulk 
properties of alloys. Further investigations are, however, needed for different Li-based 
alloys to get more systematic knowledge of the effects of alloying. Sucb calculations are 
already in progress by the authors. 
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